
Blog Post Template 
wedding

For wedding photographers/planners looking to blog their weddings. Follow this template to ensure you are hitting all 
of the most important elements of a blog post to boost your SEO and WOW your clients!

URL
Make sure the URL of your blog post includes rich SEO keywords that apply to the wedding

Good URL: /blog/woodbridge-estate-wedding-fall-morris-county-new-jersey
Bad URL: /blog/mike-and-sarah-are-married

TITLE
You can make the title of your blog post different from the URL. So while the URL is keyword rich, the title can still be 
your clients names to make it more personal. I personally don’t like it when blog titles are the same as the URL, so I always 
update the actual title of the post to be something more friendly to the reader

Good Title: Mike + Sara // Married 
Bad Title: Fall Woodbridge Estate Wedding in Morris County New Jersey 

Intro photo
Include one photo at the top of the post that is maybe your favorite image from the wedding or you could also add a 
blogstomped image of a few different of your favorite images from the wedding to showcase more of the style of the wed-
ding right away at the very top of the post. 

Intro/body text
Some people add text throughout their blog post, however I prefer to add text only at the top of the blog post between the 
intro photo and the rest of the wedding gallery. I feel this reduces confusion for the reader, it allows the story of the day to 
be front and center, sets the reader up for the images and it’s also easier and faster to blog this way because you can insert a 
stacked gallery right under the body text.

Stacked Gallery of images
This will be the meat of the post, your gallery from the wedding showcasing the entire wedding day. Many people curate 
and include different images from the day, but these are my recommendations: (feel free to tweak based on personal 
style/preferences.)

• Blogstomp the selected images from the wedding day 
• Include horizontal images, vertical images side by side and intermittent single vertical images (try to keep single verti-

cal images to a minimum because they typically will not show in their entirety on a screen which can be distracting to 
the reader). 
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• When curating side by side images, attempt to pair based on distance in order to tell the story of the day more clear-
ly. (ex….wide shot taken with a 35mm of the entire reception room and a close up detail/centerpiece paired next to 
each other.) 

• Include images you love and feel showcase your style the best
• Do NOT include images (or keep the number to a minimum) from various parts of the day that you don’t normally 

shot and/or don’t want to be known for
• Don’t post images in order. You can keep a general flow of the day, but you don’t have to stick to a strict order, it’s actu-

ally better and more interesting for the reader if you vary it up throughout the post.

Vendors with links
Some bloggers add the group of vendors from the wedding at the very top right above the gallery of images and some 
include it at the bottom. There is no right or wrong, it’s personal preference. I typically include all vendors and links at the 
bottom of the blog post below the gallery of images. Try to include as many vendors and links as possible! 

Summary Block (in Squarespace) or link to more 
posts (in other platforms) 
Always add something at the very bottom of the post that links to other posts on your site. Giving a reader somewhere else 
to go once they reach the bottom of your post will increase your average session time which will in turn help your overall 
Google ranking. Plus, it’s just helpful for you as a blog owner to make it easy for your readers to see more content on your 
site. Don’t make them have to hunt it down.

Tags
Tags help with two different things: organization and searchability within your blog and SEO. Try to keep them to a mini-
mum (don’t keyword stuff) and make sure they are 100% relevant to the actual blog post they are attached too!

Categories
Categories should strictly be used for organizational purposes for your content. Each blog post should only have one or two 
categories assigned. Try to keep overall categories for your blog content to around 5-6. 

Enable comments
Comments are a great way to encourage engagement and activity on a post. Most people don’t naturally leave a comment 
so make sure to invite comments at the bottom of the post or do a contest with the couple to encourage comments. And do 
what you can with your website provider to make it as easy as possible for people to actually leave a comment, don’t make 
people jump through hoops!

Schedule to post all session posts same day and time each week (unless you have multiple sessions in a row or on a weekend 
and then you’ll need to space them out a bit!)


